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Performance Analysis of the WLAN-First Scheme
in Cellular/WLAN Interworking

Wei Song, Student Member, IEEE, Hai Jiang, Member, IEEE, and Weihua Zhuang, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— In the interworking between a cellular network
and wireless local area networks (WLANs), a two-tier overlay-
ing structure exists in the WLAN-covered areas. Due to the
heterogeneous underlying quality-of-service (QoS) support, the
admission of traffic in these areas has a significant impact on
QoS satisfaction and overall resource utilization, especially when
multiple services are considered. In this paper, we analyze the
performance of a simple admission strategy, referred to as WLAN-
first scheme, in which incoming voice and data service requests
always first try to get admission to the WLAN whenever it is
available. It is observed that the overall resource utilization can
be maximized when the admission regions for voice and data
services in a cell and a WLAN are properly configured.

Index Terms— Call admission control, cellular/WLAN inter-
working, resource sharing.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN the interworking between a cellular network and wire-
less local area networks (WLANs), there is a two-tier

overlaying structure which offers both cellular and WLAN
access to a dual-mode mobile station (MS) within the WLAN-
covered area. Ubiquitous coverage is provided by the cellular
network (higher-tier), while WLANs (lower-tier) are deployed
in disjoint hot-spot areas. Then, there comes the admission
strategy problem of how to properly admit incoming traffic
to the cell or WLAN. Specially, a preferred target network,
either a cell or a WLAN, should be first selected based on
various decision criteria taking into account factors such as
service type and network conditions of the two networks. A
service request rejected by its first-choice network can just
leave the system or further try to access the other network
[1]. In addition, a proper resource sharing policy for multiple
services is needed in the integrated network. Due to user
mobility and traffic assignment in the overlaying area, the
underlying network serving a user may alternate dynamically
between the cellular network and WLANs. Therefore, instead
of separately allocating the resources in each network, the
overall resources of the two networks should be jointly con-
sidered for allocation.

There are some related researches on similar problems
in two-tier hierarchical cellular networks, in which small-
size microcells overlay with large macrocells. Many proposed
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admission strategies [1], [2] are based on user mobility and
traffic characteristics. However, these strategies are not effec-
tive or efficient for cellular/WLAN integrated networks for
reasons as follows. First, usually only one service type is
considered in the strategies. As an essential requirement and
important motivation for cellular/WLAN interworking, multi-
service support is a challenging issue. Due to the resource
sharing nature among multiple services, one service should
be provided quality-of-service (QoS) guarantee and protection
against the others. Second, the heterogeneous QoS provision-
ing capability in cellular/WLAN integrated networks further
complicates the resource allocation for multiple services. The
centralized control and reservation-based resource allocation
in cellular networks enable fine-grained QoS provisioning to
admitted traffic. In WLANs, the mandatory contention-based
random access can only provide coarse-grained QoS in a
complete resource sharing manner. Third, in cellular/WLAN
interworking, it is not practical to allocate resources based
on fast/slow user mobility differentiation [1], [2] as in hierar-
chical cellular networks. This is because WLANs are usually
deployed in indoor environments where users are static or only
have pedestrian-level low mobility. Hence, resource allocation
specifically tuned to cellular/WLAN interworking is needed
to achieve desired performance.

A simple and easy-to-implement admission strategy for
cellular/WLAN interworking is the WLAN-first scheme, where
WLANs are always preferred by all services whenever the
WLAN access is available, so as to take advantage of the low
cost and large bandwidth of WLANs. An incoming service
request rejected by a WLAN overflows to the cellular network
to request admission if it is a new call, or remains in the cel-
lular network if it is an ongoing call carried by the overlaying
cell. Although the WLAN-first scheme is a straightforward
approach, there is no in-depth analysis in the open literature
on its performance in a practical cellular/WLAN interworking
scenario. The analysis is very meaningful to obtain important
insights on how various services affect the resource allocation
and QoS support in a cellular/WLAN integrated network. This
research is to contribute to the performance analysis of the
WLAN-first scheme in cellular/WLAN interworking.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II gives the system model of this research. Section III
discusses the call admission policies and formulates the ad-
mission problem. The details of the performance analysis for
the WLAN-first scheme are presented in Section IV. Section V
discusses the numerical results and obtains important observa-
tions for the admission scheme. Finally, Section VI concludes
the paper.
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Fig. 1. New and handoff traffic arrivals in a cellular/WLAN integrated
network.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a cellular/WLAN integrated network with one
overlaying WLAN in each cell as shown in Fig. 1. The area
with only cellular access is referred to as cellular-only area,
while the area covered by both a cell and a WLAN is referred
to as double-coverage area. Statistical equilibrium is assumed
for the whole network. Thus, the analysis is focused on a
single cell with an overlaying WLAN, referred to as a cell
cluster. In this research, we consider real-time voice telephony
and interactive data services (such as Web browsing). As
WLANs are usually deployed in hot-spot areas, on average, the
traffic density in the double-coverage area is higher than that
in the cellular-only area. As illustrated in Fig. 1, in addition
to new traffic (e.g., “A” and “B”), there are also horizontal
handoffs between neighboring cells (e.g., “E”) and vertical
handoffs between a WLAN and its overlaying cell (e.g., “C”
and “D”).

As many symbols are used in this paper, we summarize
the important ones in Table I. The superscripts “c” and “w”
denote cell and WLAN, respectively; subscripts “v” and “d”
denote voice and data, respectively; subscripts “n” and “h”
denote new and handoff traffic, respectively.

A. Non-Uniform Mobility Within a Single Cell

WLANs are usually deployed in an indoor environment,
where user mobility level is very low and may significantly
differ from that of other areas. Hence, a homogeneous mobility
model may not be applicable, and it is necessary to differenti-
ate the user mobility characteristics in the double-coverage
area from those in the cellular-only area. In the following
analysis, a non-uniform model is used to characterize the user
mobility within a cell cluster. Let T co

r denote the residence
time that a user stays within the cellular-only area before
moving to neighboring cells with probability pc−c or to the
overlaying WLAN with probability pc−w, and T dc

r the user

residence time in the double-coverage area. T co
r and T dc

r are
assumed to be exponentially distributed with parameters ηco

and ηdc, respectively. As shown in [3], for an MS with mean
velocity of V and uniformly distributed movement direction
over [0, 2π], the average region boundary cross-over rate η
is given by η = V L

πS , where L and S are the boundary
length and area of the region, respectively. Let Δ denote the
ratio of the area of the WLAN to that of the cell, and Vlh

the ratio of the average user moving velocity in the double-
coverage area to that in the cellular-only area. Then, we have
ηdc = Vlh

(1−Δ)
Δ

1
1+1/

√
Δ
ηco = Vlh(1−Δ)

Δ+
√

Δ
ηco.

For a new call initiated in the cellular-only area or a handoff
call to the cellular-only area, if it is admitted into the cell,
let T c

r1 denote its residence time within the cell. From the
above non-uniform mobility model, it can be seen that T c

r1

follows a phase-type distribution shown in Fig. 2. The sum
of the exponentially distributed T co

r and T dc
r (the part in

the dashed rectangle) follows a generalized hyperexponential
distribution with the probability density function (PDF) and
moment generating function (MGF) given respectively by

fT co
r +T dc

r
(t) =

ηdc

ηdc − ηco
ηcoe−ηcot +

ηco

ηco − ηdc
ηdce−ηdct

ψ(s) = E[es(T co
r +T dc

r )] =
ηco

ηco − s
· ηdc

ηdc − s
. (1)

Hence, the MGF of T c
r1 is obtained as

Φ1(s) =
∞∑

i=1

(pc−w)i−1pc−c ηco

ηco − s
[ψ(s)]i−1. (2)

Similarly, for a new call initiated in the double-coverage area
and admitted to the cell, its residence time within the cell,
denoted by T c

r2, is also modeled by a phase-type distribution
shown in Fig. 2. The MGF of T c

r2 is

Φ2(s) =
∞∑

i=1

(pc−w)i−1pc−c[ψ(s)]i. (3)

The MGFs of T c
r1 and T c

r2 are used to obtain channel occu-
pancy time of user traffic admitted to the cell and handoff
probabilities from the cell to the overlaying WLAN or neigh-
boring cells.

B. Traffic Model and QoS Requirements

For voice traffic, a constant bandwidth is required for each
voice call to meet its strict delay requirement, while data
service is adaptive to elastic bandwidth. To facilitate analysis,
all call arrivals are assumed to be Poisson. Voice call duration
is exponentially distributed. If the download of a Web page
or a data file is viewed as a packet data call, the data call
duration (data transfer time) depends on the file size and
actual occupied bandwidth. Considering the interactive nature
of these data services, the mean data transfer time needs to
be bounded within seconds. Because there is no closed-form
expression for the probability distribution of the data transfer
time [4] when a processor sharing (PS) service discipline is
applied (to be discussed in the next section), we consider an
exponentially distributed data file size, in which case an upper
bound for the mean data transfer time can be obtained [5].
The other call-level QoS requirements considered here are call
blocking and dropping probabilities.
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT SYMBOLS

Symbol Definition

Bc
v1 (Bc

d1) Blocking probability of a cell for new voice (data) calls in cellular-only area

Bc
v2 (Bc

d2) Blocking probability of a cell for new voice (data) calls in double-coverage area

Bw
v (Bw

d ) Voice (data) call blocking probability of a WLAN

Cc Cell bandwidth

Dc
v (Dc

d) Dropping probability of a cell for handoff voice (data) calls from neighboring cells or overlaying WLAN

fd Mean data file size

Gc
d1 (Gc

d2) Randomized number of guard channels for handoff (new and handoff) data calls in cellular-only area

Gc
v1 (Gc

v2) Randomized number of guard channels for handoff (new and handoff) voice calls in cellular-only area

Hc−c
v (Hc−c

d ) Handoff probability of voice (data) calls from cell to cell

Hc−w
v (Hc−w

d ) Handoff probability of voice (data) calls from cell to overlaying WLAN

Hw−c
v (Hw−c

d ) Handoff probability of voice (data) calls from WLAN to overlaying cell

Nc
v (Nc

d) Maximum number of voice (data) calls allowed in a cell

Nw
v (Nw

d ) Maximum number of voice (data) calls allowed in a WLAN

pc−c (pc−w) Probability of a user moving out of current cell to neighboring cells (to overlaying WLAN)

T c
d (Tw

d ) Data call duration if a data call is served by a cell (WLAN)

T c
r1 (T c

r2) Residence time within a cell of a call initiated in cellular-only (double-coverage) area and admitted into a cell

T co
r (T dc

r ) User residence time in cellular-only (double-coverage) area of a cell with mean (ηco)−1 ((ηdc)−1)

Vlh Ratio of average user moving velocity in double-coverage area to that in cellular-only area

λd1 (λd2) Mean new data call arrival rate in cellular-only (double-coverage) area of a cell

λc−c
hv (λc−c

hd ) Mean arrival rate of handoff voice (data) calls between neighboring cells

λc−w
hv (λc−w

hd ) Mean arrival rate of handoff voice (data) calls from cell to overlaying WLAN

λw−c
hv (λw−c

hd ) Mean arrival rate of handoff voice (data) calls from WLAN to overlaying cell

λc
nv2 (λc

nd2) Mean arrival rate of new voice (data) calls to a cell from double-coverage area

λv1 (λv2) Mean new voice call arrival rate in cellular-only (double-coverage) area of a cell

λp
v Mean arrival rate of voice packets from a voice flow

(μv)−1 Mean voice call duration

Δ Ratio of the area of a WLAN to that of a cell

ξw
v (·) (ξw

d (·)) Service rate of packets from one voice (data) flow in a WLAN

πc
v(·) (πc

d(·)) Steady-state probability of the number of voice (data) calls in a cell

πw
v (·) (πw

d (·)) Steady-state probability of the number of voice (data) calls in a WLAN

ψ(·), Φ1(·), Φ2(·) Moment generating functions of T co
r + T dc

r , T c
r1, and T c

r2, respectively

C. Resource Sharing Between Voice and Data Services in a
Cell or WLAN

In the cellular network, with the aid of base stations,
the restricted access policy [6] can be applied. With this
policy, voice is only allowed to occupy certain bandwidth,
while the remaining bandwidth is dedicated to data. All the
bandwidth unused by current voice traffic is shared equally
by existing data calls. That is, a PS service discipline is
applied to data traffic, and the total bandwidth occupied by
data traffic dynamically varies with voice traffic. This policy is
shown to achieve higher utilization than complete sharing and
complete partitioning [7] and to offer each service certain QoS
protection against the other. In WLANs, with contention-based
random access, multiple services are supported in complete
sharing. Admission control is necessary to limit the numbers
of both voice and data calls in service. Otherwise, the intra-
service interference from calls of the same service type or
inter-service interference from calls of the other service type
may severely degrade the system performance.

III. CALL ADMISSION POLICY

To apply admission control to the integrated network, we
need to first analyze the capacity of each network for voice and

data services. With centralized control and bandwidth reser-
vation, the cell capacity is relatively easy to analyze, while
the contention-based access and complete resource sharing in
WLANs complicate the WLAN capacity analysis.

A. WLAN Capacity

In the original IEEE 802.11 standard, a per-node queue with
per-node backoff is used for channel access contention and
collision resolution. This per-node based principle penalizes
heavily-loaded nodes with many flows (e.g., the access point).
It is unfair and ineffective to guarantee the various QoS
requirements of multimedia traffic. On the other hand, the
MACAW [8] uses per-flow queue with per-flow backoff for
channel contention. By this means, a node with multiple flows
is viewed as multiple virtual nodes, each having one flow.
A similar principle is adopted in IEEE 802.11e, where in
each node there are multiple transmission queues for different
access categories. Given the advantage of per-flow contention
in multi-service support, we consider per-flow contention-
based WLANs and extend the method in [9], [10] to analyze
the WLAN capacity.

Suppose there are nw
v voice calls and nw

d data calls admitted
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Fig. 2. Modeling of user residence time in a cell.

in a WLAN1. Packets from a voice flow are assumed to arrive
with a constant rate, λp

v (frames/slot). For Web browsing, the
data file to be transmitted is usually pre-stored in a server.
Therefore, it is reasonable to consider that there is always
traffic during the lifetime of a data call. Data transmission
follows the request to send (RTS)-clear to send (CTS)-DATA-
ACK handshaking for channel access, while voice flows do
not use the RTS/CTS dialogue due to the small payload size
of voice packets. Let ξw

v (nw
v , n

w
d ) and ξw

d (nw
v , n

w
d ) denote the

service rates (frames/slot) for packets from one voice and data
flow, respectively.

When a voice flow transmits in a slot, a collision will
happen if any other voice or data flow transmits in the same
slot. The collision probability is given by

pv = 1 −
[
1 − λp

v

ξw
v (nw

v , n
w
d )
τv

]2nw
v −1

(1 − τd)nw
d (4)

where τv and τd are the transmission probability of a voice
flow and a data flow in a slot, given by (6) and (7) at the
top of next page [11], respectively, with W = CWmin + 1 and
CWmin being the initial backoff window, which is 31 in IEEE
802.11, m the retransmission limit, and m′ the maximum
backoff stage. Similarly, the collision probability for a data
flow transmitting in a slot is

pd = 1 −
[
1 − λp

v

ξw
v (nw

v , n
w
d )
τv

]2nw
v

(1 − τd)nw
d −1. (5)

For data traffic, the time durations of a successful and
collided transmission from a data flow are given by Tsd =
TDIFS + TRTS + TSIFS + TCTS + TSIFS + TD_DATA +
TSIFS + TACK and Tcd = TDIFS + TRTS + TCTS_TO ,
respectively. The TD_DATA, TRTS , TCTS, TACK , TDIFS ,
TSIFS , and TCTS_TO are the transmission time of a DATA
frame from a data flow, RTS frame duration, CTS frame
duration, transmission time of an ACK frame, distributed coor-
dination function (DCF) interframe space (DIFS), short inter-

1Each voice call in the WLAN has two voice flows from and to the MS,
while each data call has a one-way data flow to the MS.

frame space (SIFS), and waiting time for a CTS TIMEOUT,
respectively.

On the other hand, the time needed for a successful trans-
mission from a voice flow is Tsv = TDIFS + TV _DATA +
TSIFS + TACK , with TV _DATA being the transmission time
of a voice DATA frame. The time for a collided transmission
from a voice flow, denoted by Tcv, depends on the traffic types
of the collided frames. There exist two scenarios: (1) a target
voice frame collides with only voice frames, with probabil-
ity qvv = (1 − τd)nw

d

[
1 − (1 − λp

v

ξw
v (nw

v ,nw
d

)τv)2nw
v −1

]
/pv; (2)

a target voice frame collides with at least one data frame, with
probability qvd =

[
1 − (1 − τd)nw

d

]
/pv. We then have

Tcv = (TDIFS + TV _DATA + TACK_TO) · qvv + Tcd · qvd

where TACK_TO is the waiting time for an ACK TIMEOUT.
Based on an analytical method similar to that in [9], [10],

we further have

1
ξw
v (nw

v , n
w
d )

=
[
(2nw

v − 1)λp
v

ξw
v (nw

v , n
w
d )

+ 1
]
Tsv + nw

d Tsd +W v(pv)

+
1
k

[(
(2nw

v − 1)λp
v

ξw
v (nw

v , n
w
d )

+ 1
)
T cv + nw

d T cd

]
(8)

1
ξw
d (nw

v , n
w
d )

= 2nw
v

λp
v

ξw
v (nw

v , n
w
d )
Tsv + nw

d Tsd +W d(pd)

+
1
k

[
2nw

v

λp
v

ξw
v (nw

v , n
w
d )
T cv + nw

d T cd

]
(9)

where k is the average number of (voice or data) flows
involved in a collision, W v(pv) is the average backoff time of
a voice flow as a function of pv, W d(pd) is the average backoff
time of a data flow as a function of pd, and T cv (T cd) is the
average collision time of a frame in a voice (data) flow, which
can be obtained from Tcv and pv (Tcd and pd). Note that k is
set to 1 in [9] and 2 in [10]. Actually, k can be evaluated more
accurately as follows. At any time slot, there are approximately
n̄ = 2nw

v
λp

v

ξw
v (nw

v ,nw
d

) + nw
d flows with backlogged traffic, and

the transmission probability of a voice or data flow can be
approximated by τ̄ = τv+τd

2 . Denote the probability that i
flows transmit in a slot as p(i) =

(
n̄
i

)
τ̄ i(1 − τ̄)(n̄−i). Then,

the average number of (voice and data) flows involved in a
collision is given by

k =
∑n̄

i=2 i · p(i)∑n̄
i=2 p(i)

=
n̄τ̄ − p(1)

1 − p(0) − p(1)
. (10)

Moreover, to satisfy the real-time requirement of voice
traffic, the service rate of a voice flow needs to be greater than
the voice packet arrival rate. Thus, the following constraint
should be met: ξw

v (nw
v , n

w
d ) > (1 + δ)λp

v , where δ is a design
parameter that can be determined experimentally. Based on
(4), (5), (8), and (9), and the above constraint, we can get
the capacity region, i.e., the feasible set of (nw

v , n
w
d ) vectors,

and the corresponding data service rate ξw
d (nw

v , n
w
d ) for each

(nw
v , n

w
d ) vector in the capacity region.

B. Admission Regions for Voice and Data

Given the cell bandwidth Cc and total voice traffic load,
the minimum bandwidth needed to meet the requirements of
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τv =
2(1 − 2pv)(1 − pm+1

v )
W (1 − (2pv)m′+1)(1 − pv) +W (1 − 2pv)2m′(pm′+1

v − pm+1
v ) + (1 − 2pv)(1 − pm+1

v )
(6)

τd =
2(1 − 2pd)(1 − pm+1

d )
W (1 − (2pd)m′+1)(1 − pd) +W (1 − 2pd)2m′(pm′+1

d − pm+1
d ) + (1 − 2pd)(1 − pm+1

d )
(7)

c
v

c
v

c
v GNN 22 −=

c
v

c
v

c
v GNN 11 −=

c
vN

c
vG 1

c
vG 2

Fig. 3. Randomized guard channel policy for voice in the cell.

voice call blocking and dropping probabilities can be obtained
as rv ·N c

v , where rv is the bandwidth requirement of a voice
call and N c

v (≤ �Cc

rv
�) is the maximum number of voice calls

allowed in a cell. Moreover, because only cellular access is
available in the cellular-only area, randomized guard channel
policy is applied to give the new and handoff traffic in this
area a priority to access the cell bandwidth over the traffic
in the double-coverage area. Because the call blocking and
dropping probabilities are very sensitive to the amount of
reserved bandwidth, the guard bandwidth for high-priority
voice traffic is randomized instead of an integer number of
guard channels. As shown in Fig. 3, the voice admission
region of the cell is given by (N c

v , G
c
v1, G

c
v2), in which Gc

v2

(≤ N c
v ) is a real number to represent a randomized number

of guard channels (guard bandwidth) dedicated to new and
handoff voice traffic in the cellular-only area and Gc

v1 (≤ Gc
v2)

is the guard bandwidth reserved only for handoff voice traffic
in this area. On the other hand, the remaining cell bandwidth
(Cc − rv · N c

v ) is dedicated to data. All on-going data calls
equally share the bandwidth unused by voice, and the data
service rate is dynamically adjusted with call arrivals and
departures. In addition, in a similar way to voice traffic
discussed above, data traffic is also prioritized based on user
location area and new/handoff call differentiation. The data
admission region of the cell is given by (N c

d , G
c
d1, G

c
d2).

On the other hand, in Section III-A, we derive the WLAN
capacity region in terms of (nw

v , n
w
d ) vectors. It is found that

ξw
d (nw

v , n
w
d ) decreases dramatically with a larger nw

v , which
implies the inefficient voice support of WLANs. To avoid the
WLAN from operating in that inefficiency region, we limit
the maximum number of voice calls and that of data calls
admitted in the WLAN by Nw

v and Nw
d , respectively. A new

or handoff voice (data) call is admitted to the WLAN when
the number of existing voice (data) calls in the WLAN is less

than Nw
v (Nw

d ). The WLAN admission region (Nw
v , N

w
d ) is

chosen within the WLAN capacity region to guarantee packet-
level QoS satisfaction. Due to user mobility and the overlaying
structure, the QoS performance is jointly determined by the
cell and WLAN. Thus, given (Nw

v , N
w
d ), based on the QoS

requirements, we can derive the admission regions of the cell
for voice and data accordingly. It can be seen in Section V
that the configuration of admission regions does significantly
affect the overall resource utilization. The best configuration
assures a maximization of the acceptable traffic load with QoS
satisfaction.

C. Admission Control Problem

With the two-tier overlying structure, the incoming traffic
in the double-coverage area should be properly admitted to
the cell or WLAN. Here, we consider the simple WLAN-
first scheme to admit voice and data calls in the double-
coverage area. New and handoff calls first try to get admission
to the WLAN; blocked new calls overflow to the cell to
request admission, while rejected vertical handoff calls remain
carried by the cell. Due to different QoS support and resource
sharing policies in the underlying networks, the configuration
of admission regions of the cell and WLAN can have a
significant impact on the overall system performance.

Let Breq
v (Breq

d ), Dreq
v (Dreq

d ), and T req
d denote the re-

quirements of new voice (data) call blocking and handoff
voice (data) call dropping probabilities and mean data transfer
time, respectively. Then, the admission control problem can be
formulated as follows:

max
(Nw

v ,Nw
d )
λd (11)

subject to : Bw
v · Bc

v2 ≤ Breq
v , Bc

v1 ≤ Breq
v , Dc

v ≤ Dreq
v

Bw
d · Bc

d2 ≤ Breq
d , Bc

d1 ≤ Breq
d , Dc

d ≤ Dreq
d , E[Td] ≤ T req

d

where λd is the mean data call arrival rate in the cell cluster,
Bc

v1 and Bc
v2 (Bc

d1 and Bc
d2) are the blocking probabilities of

the cell for new voice (data) calls in the cellular-only area and
double-coverage area, respectively, Dc

v is the voice handoff
dropping probability of the cell, Bw

v (Bw
d ) is the probability

that a voice (data) call is blocked by the WLAN, and E[Td] is
the mean data transfer time. Here, we fix the voice call arrival
rates for simplicity. Thus, the maximization of λd implies a
maximization of the total acceptable traffic load and resource
utilization.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE WLAN-FIRST

SCHEME

To obtain the solution to the problem (11), we use a search-
ing algorithm given in Table II. As seen from steps 4 and 7, the
QoS metrics in terms of call blocking/dropping probabilities
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and mean data transfer time should be evaluated accurately
and effectively in each searching round. Due to the coupling
between the cell and WLAN, resource sharing between voice
and data, and differentiation of new and handoff traffic in
different areas, the analysis is very complex and multiple
dimensions are involved. In Section IV-A and Section IV-B,
we elaborate our QoS evaluation approach, which enables an
efficient searching for the configuration of admission regions
by applying proper decomposition and statistical averaging
techniques.

TABLE II

SEARCHING ALGORITHM FOR ADMISSION REGIONS

1: (nw
v , n

w
d ) = GetWLANCapacity

%Calculate WLAN capacity region in terms of a feasible set of (nw
v , n

w
d )

vectors (i.e., maximum numbers of voice and data calls simultane-

ously accommodated) and packet service rates for each (nw
v , n

w
d )

vector in the capacity region

2: Nw
v,max = max(nw

v ): (nw
v , n

w
d ) ∈ WLAN capacity region

3: for Nw
v = 0, ...,Nw

v,max do

4: By bisection searching, determine minimum Nc
v and (Gc

v1, G
c
v2) so

that Bw
v ·Bc

v2 ≤ Breq
v , Bc

v1 ≤ Breq
v , and Dc

v ≤ Dreq
v

5: Determine Nw
d,max according to Nw

v and the (nw
v , n

w
d ) vector set

6: for Nw
d = 0, ...,Nw

d,max do

7: By bisection searching, determine (Nc
d , G

c
d1, G

c
d2) and the

acceptable mean data call arrival rate λd which satisfy

Bw
d ·Bc

d2 ≤ Breq
d , Bc

d1 ≤ Breq
d , Dc

d ≤ Dreq
d , and

E[Td] ≤ T req
d

8: end for

9: end for

10: Output (Nw
v , N

w
d ), (Nc

v , G
c
v1, G

c
v2), and (Nc

d , G
c
d1, G

c
d2) which max-

imize the acceptable λd with QoS satisfaction

A. Analysis for Voice Traffic

Because a voice call duration is of the order of minutes,
while a data call is required to finish transmission within
seconds, the number of voice calls fluctuates much more
slowly than that of data calls. No voice call arrival or departure
is assumed during a data call duration. In particular, this
limiting behavior for a Markov chain is referred to as nearly
complete decomposability [4].

1) Voice Call Blocking and Dropping Probabilities: Let
(kw

v , k
c
v1, k

c
v2) denote the state of voice traffic in a cell cluster,

where kw
v , kc

v1, and kc
v2 are the numbers of voice calls admitted

to the WLAN, to the cell from the cellular-only area, and
to the cell from the double-coverage area, respectively. First,
the number of voice calls in the WLAN can be described by
a birth-death process with respect to kw

v . Since both voice
call duration Tv and user residence time T dc

r in the double-
coverage area are exponentially distributed, the channel oc-
cupancy time of voice calls in the WLAN, min(Tv, T

dc
r ), is

exponential with mean 1/(μv + ηdc), where 1/μv is the mean
voice call duration. Then, the steady-state probability of k
voice calls in the WLAN is obtained based on an M/M/K/K

⎡ ⎤ 12 −− c
v

c
v GN

⎡ ⎤c
v

c
v GN 2−

⎡ ⎤c
v

c
v GN 1− c

vN

c
vk 1

c
vk 2

Fig. 4. State transition diagram for voice in the cell.

loss system, given by

πw
v (k) =

[(λv2 + λc−w
hv )/(μv + ηdc)]k/k!∑Nw

v

i=0
[(λv2+λc−w

hv )/(μv+ηdc)]i

i!

, 0 ≤ k ≤ Nw
v

(12)
where λv2 and λc−w

hv are the mean arrival rates of new and
handoff voice calls to the WLAN, respectively. Thus, the voice
call blocking probability in the WLAN is Bw

v = πw
v (Nw

v ).
Next, we analyze the voice performance in a cell, which is

more complex due to traffic prioritization. We draw in Fig. 4
the state transition diagram of (kc

v1, k
c
v2), which is divided into

several areas for illustration purpose and in each area only
one example transition is shown with respect to kc

v1 and kc
v2,

respectively. In the following, we derive the state-dependent
transition rates in Fig. 4, which are given by

(kc
v1, k

c
v2) → (kc

v1 + 1, kc
v2) :

(1) λv1 + λc−c
hv + λw−c

hv , if kc
v1 ≤ �N c

v −Gc
v1� − 1

(6) λv1[1 − (Gc
v1 − �Gc

v1�)] + λc−c
hv + λw−c

hv ,

if kc
v1 = �N c

v −Gc
v1�

(7) λc−c
hv + λw−c

hv , if �N c
v −Gc

v1� ≤ kc
v1 ≤ N c

v − 1
(13)

(kc
v1, k

c
v2) → (kc

v1, k
c
v2 + 1) :

(3) λv2, if kc
v2 ≤ �N c

v −Gc
v2� − 1

(5) λv2[1 − (Gc
v2 − �Gc

v2�)], if kc
v2 = �N c

v −Gc
v2�

(14)

(kc
v1, k

c
v2) → (kc

v1 − 1, kc
v2) :

(2) kc
v1μ

c
v1, if kc

v1 ≥ 1, kw
v = Nw

v

(2) kc
v1 · (μc

v + ηco), if kc
v1 ≥ 1, kw

v ≤ Nw
v − 1

(15)

(kc
v1, k

c
v2) → (kc

v1, k
c
v2 − 1) :

(4) kc
v2μ

c
v2, if kc

v2 ≥ 1, kw
v = Nw

v

(4) kc
v2

μv

1 − ψ(−μv)
, if kc

v2 ≥ 1, kw
v ≤ Nw

v − 1 (16)

where λv1 is the mean arrival rate of new voice calls in the
cellular-only area, λc−c

hv and λw−c
hv are those of handoff voice

calls to the cell from neighboring cells and from the WLAN,
respectively.

In general, suppose X and Y are two independent positive
random variables with X ∼ exp(λ). Then,

P[X > Y ] =
∫ ∞

0

fY (y)
∫ ∞

y

λe−λxdxdy = ΨY (−λ) (17)
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where fY (·) and ΨY (·) are the PDF and MGF of Y , respec-
tively. Letting Z = min(X,Y ), the PDF of Z is given by
fZ(z) = fX(z)(1−FY (z))+fY (z)(1−FX(z)), where fX(·),
FX(·) and FY (·) denote the PDF and cumulative probability
function (CDF) of X , and the CDF of Y , respectively. Then,
the mean value of Z is

E[Z] = E[X ]−
∫ ∞

0

fY (y)
1
λ
e−λydy =

1
λ
− 1
λ

ΨY (−λ). (18)

When there is not enough free capacity in the WLAN for an
arriving voice call, the channel occupancy time of new and
handoff voice calls admitted to the cell from the cellular-only
area is min(Tv, T

c
r1). Based on (2) and (18), its mean value

can be derived and is given by

E[min(Tv,T
c
r1)]

=
1
μv

− 1
μv

∞∑
i=1

(pc−w)i−1pc−c ηco

ηco + μv
(Cp)i−1

=
1
μv

− 1
μv
pc−c η

co/(ηco + μv)
1 − pc−wCp

� 1
μc

v1

(19)

where

Cp =
ηdcηco

ηdc − ηco

(
1

ηco + μv
− 1
ηdc + μv

)
.

Similarly, the channel occupancy time of new voice calls
admitted to the cell from the double-coverage area is
min(Tv, T

c
r2) with mean value

E[min(Tv, T
c
r2)] =

1
μv

− 1
μv

∞∑
i=1

(pc−w)i−1pc−c(Cp)i

=
1
μv

− 1
μv
pc−c Cp

1 − pc−wCp
� 1
μc

v2

. (20)

As given in (14) and (15), the state departure rates vary with
the number of existing voice calls in the WLAN (kw

v ), based
on which handoff voice calls from the cell are admitted or
blocked by the WLAN. Thus, we approximate the departure
rate from state (kc

v1, k
c
v2) to state (kc

v1 − 1, kc
v2) (kc

v1 ≥ 1) and
that from state (kc

v1, k
c
v2) to state (kc

v1, k
c
v2 − 1) (kc

v2 ≥ 1) by
kc

v1 · μ̃c
v1 and kc

v2 · μ̃c
v2, respectively, where μ̃c

v1 and μ̃c
v2 are

given by

μ̃c
v1 = Bw

v μ
c
v1 + (1 −Bw

v )(μv + ηco) (21)

μ̃c
v2 = Bw

v μ
c
v2 + (1 −Bw

v )
μv

1 − ψ(−μv)
. (22)

As indicated by (21) and (22), voice traffic admitted to
the cell from the cellular-only area and double-coverage area
has different mean channel occupancy time approximated by
(μ̃c

v1)
−1 and (μ̃c

v2)
−1, respectively. Hence, the cell can be

viewed as a multi-service loss system [12]. A product-form
state distribution exists and is insensitive to service time dis-
tributions, provided that the resource sharing among services is
under coordinate convex policies. This requires that transitions
between states come in pairs. For loss systems with trunk
reservation (e.g., the guard channel policy), the insensitivity
property and product-form solution are destroyed due to the
one-way transitions at some states. A recursive method is
proposed in [13] to approximate the state distribution, which is
shown to be accurate for a wide range of traffic intensities and

when the service rates (such as μ̃c
v1 and μ̃c

v2) do not greatly
differ from each other. Moreover, the blocking probabilities
are almost insensitive to service time distributions. Hence, we
use the recursive approximation in [13] to obtain πc

v(k) (i.e.,
the steady-state probability of k voice calls admitted into the
cell) given by (23) at the top of next page2, in which

N c
v1 = N c

v −Gc
v1, N c

v2 = N c
v −Gc

v2

λc
hv = λw−c

hv + λc−c
hv , λc

v1 = λv1 + λc
hv, λc

nv2 = Bw
v λv2

ρv1 =
(1 − (Gc

v1 − �Gc
v1�))λv1 + λc

hv

μ̃c
v1

ρv2 =
λc

v1

μ̃c
v1

+
(1 − (Gc

v2 − �Gc
v2�))λc

nv2

μ̃c
v2

.

Thus, the voice call blocking and dropping probabilities of the
cell are given by

Bc
v2 = (Gc

v2 − �Gc
v2�) πc

v(�N c
v2�) +

Nc
v∑

i=�Nc
v2�+1

πc
v(i) (24)

Bc
v1 = (Gc

v1 − �Gc
v1�) πc

v(�N c
v1�) +

Nc
v∑

i=�Nc
v1�+1

πc
v(i) (25)

Dc
v = πc

v(N c
v). (26)

2) Mean Arrival Rates of Handoff Voice Calls: It can be
seen from (23)-(26) that handoff arrival rates are needed to
obtain the voice call blocking and dropping probabilities. The
handoff arrival rates are related to the handoff probabilities,
which are the probabilities that at least one more handoff is
required before the call completion. The handoff probability
of voice calls in the cellular-only area to neighboring cells,
denoted by Hc−c

v , can be obtained according to (17) as
Hc−c

v = pc−cP[Tv > T c
r1] = pc−cΦ1(−μv). Similarly, the

handoff probability of voice calls in the cellular-only area
to the overlaying WLAN, denoted by Hc−w

v , is given by
Hc−w

v = pc−wΦ1(−μv).
With an exponentially distributed user residence time

in the double-coverage area, the handoff probability of
voice calls from the WLAN to the overlaying cell is
Hw−c

v = ηdc/(ηdc + μv). Therefore, the handoff traffic from
the WLAN to the overlaying cell has a mean arrival rate λw−c

hv

given by

λw−c
hv = Hw−c

v (λv2 + λc−w
hv )(1 −Bw

v ). (27)

Similarly, the mean arrival rates of handoff traffic between
neighboring cells and from the cell to the overlaying WLAN
can be respectively obtained as

λc−c
hv = Hc−c

v

[
λv1(1 −Bc

v1) + (λw−c
hv + λc−c

hv )(1 −Dc
v)

+ λc
nv2(1 −Bc

v2)H
w−c
v

]
(28)

λc−w
hv = Hc−w

v

[
λv1(1 −Bc

v1) + (λw−c
hv + λc−c

hv )(1 −Dc
v)

+ λc
nv2(1 −Bc

v2)H
w−c
v

]
. (29)

Thus, voice call blocking and dropping probabilities can be
obtained recursively from (12), (23), and (27)-(29).

2The expression is given under the condition that �Gc
v1� ≤ �Gc

v2� − 1
and �Gc

v1� ≥ 1. When �Gc
v1� = 0 or �Gc

v1� = �Gc
v2�, the expression can

be adjusted accordingly based on the recursive method in [13].
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πc
v(k) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(λc
v1

μ̃c
v1

+ λc
nv2

μ̃c
v2

)k πc
v(0)
k! , 0 ≤ k ≤ �N c

v2�
(λc

v1
μ̃c

v1
+ λc

nv2
μ̃c

v2
)�N

c
v2�ρv2(

λc
v1

μ̃c
v1

)(k−�Nc
v2�−1) πc

v(0)
k! , �N c

v2� + 1 ≤ k ≤ �N c
v1�

(λc
v1

μ̃c
v1

+ λc
nv2

μ̃c
v2

)�N
c
v2�ρv2(

λc
v1

μ̃c
v1

)(�N
c
v1�−�Nc

v2�−1)ρv1(
λc

hv

μ̃c
v1

)(k−�Nc
v1�−1) πc

v(0)
k! , �N c

v1� + 1 ≤ k ≤ N c
v

(23)

B. Analysis for Data Traffic

Under the limiting case that the time scale of voice calls is
much larger than that of data calls, the analysis for data traffic
can be approximately decoupled from that of voice [4].

1) Mean Data Transfer Time and Handoff Arrival Rates:
First, we consider the performance of data service in
the cell. Since all the bandwidth unused by voice traffic
is shared equally by existing data calls, a cell behaves
like an M/G/1/K − PS queue, whose service capacity is
(Cc − i · rv) with a probability πc

v(i), i = 0, 1, ..., N c
v . Thus,

the expected duration of a data call carried by the cell is
approximated by [5]

E[T c
d ] =

Nc
v∑

i=0

πc
v(i)

ρc
d(i)

(Nc
d+1)

[
N c

dρ
c
d(i) −N c

d − 1
]

+ ρc
d(i)

λc
d

[
1 − ρc

d(i)
Nc

d
][

1 − ρc
d(i)

]
(30)

where

λc
d = λd1 + λc

nd2 + λw−c
hd + λc−c

hd , ρc
d(i) =

λc
d · fd

Cc − i · rv
where λd1 is the mean arrival rate of new data calls in
the cellular-only area, with λd2 being that of the double-
coverage area, the part overflowed to the cell has a mean rate
λc

nd2 = Bw
d λd2, λw−c

hd and λc−c
hd are the mean arrival rates of

handoff data calls to the cell from the WLAN and from the
neighboring cells, respectively, and fd is the mean data file
size. Given in (30) is actually an upper bound for the mean
transfer time of a data call with exponentially distributed size
[5]. When data traffic evolves rapidly with respect to voice
traffic, the number of data calls can attain its stationary regime
given by the M/G/1/K − PS queue. In this case, the upper
bound can be used to approximate the mean data transfer time.

Because a data call may be carried by different cells and/or
WLANs during its lifetime, its overall performance depends
on both networks. Next, we analyze the expected data call
duration when a data call is carried by the WLAN. In the
WLAN, the data service rate is state-dependent due to the
complete resource sharing between voice and data traffic. The
probability of j data calls carried by the WLAN is given by

π̃w
d (j) =

Nw
v�

i=0

�
πw

v (i)π̃w
d (0)

(λw
d )j�j

l=1 l · χw
d (i, l)

�
, j = 1, 2, ..., Nw

d

where

λw
d = λd2 + λc−w

hd , χw
d (i, l) =

ξw
d (i, l)
fd

λc−w
hd is the mean arrival rate of handoff data calls to the

WLAN, χw
d (i, l) is the service rate for one data call with i

voice calls and l data calls in the WLAN, ξw
d (i, l) is given by

(9), πw
v (i) is given by (12). Using the Little’s law, the expected

duration of a data call carried by the WLAN is obtained as

E[Tw
d ] =

1
λw

d (1 −Bw
d )

Nw
d∑

j=0

jπ̃w
d (j) (31)

where Bw
d is the data call blocking probability of the WLAN.

As seen from (30)-(31), the mean data transfer time depends
on the mean arrival rates and blocking/dropping probabilities
of data calls, which are inter-dependent and need to be
evaluated recursively. The derivation of data call blocking
and dropping probabilities is given in Section IV-B.2. The
mean arrival rates of handoff data calls can be obtained
similarly to those of handoff voice calls except for a different
call duration. Due to the PS service manner for data traffic,
it is very complex to derive and apply a precise statistic
model for the data call duration. For tractability, the duration
of data calls when carried by a cell, T c

d , is assumed to
be exponential with expectation E[T c

d ]. The data call hand-
off probability from the cellular-only area to neighboring
cells, Hc−c

d , can be obtained according to (17) as Hc−c
d =

pc−cΦ1(−1/E[T c
d ]). The data call handoff probability from

the cellular-only area to the overlaying WLAN Hc−w
d is

given by Hc−w
d = pc−wΦ1(−1/E[T c

d ]). Then, λc−c
hd and λc−w

hd

can be derived similarly to (28) and (29). Moreover, under
the assumption that Tw

d is exponential, the data call handoff
probability from the WLAN to the overlaying cell is given by
Hw−c

d = 1/E[T w
d ]

1/E[T w
d ]+ηdc . Thus, the mean rate of handoff data

calls out of the WLAN is λw−c
hd = λw

d (1 −Bw
d )Hw−c

d .
2) Blocking and Dropping Probabilities of Data Calls:

Consider the state that there are i voice calls and j data calls
carried by a cell. For new and handoff data calls admitted
to the cell from the cellular-only area, by averaging over the
WLAN state, we approximate the departure rate from state
(i, j) to state (i, j − 1) (j ≥ 1) by j · μ̃c

d1(i, j), where

μ̃c
d1(i, j) = Bw

d μ
c
d1(i, j) + (1 −Bw

d )
[
νc

d(i, j) + ηco
]

(32)

νc
d(i, j) = Cc−i·rv

j·fd
and μc

d1(i, j) is the inverse of mean cell
bandwidth occupancy time of data calls when there is not
enough free capacity in the WLAN, which can be obtained
from (18) as

μc
d1(i, j) =

Cc−i·rv

j·fd

1 − Φ1(−Cc−i·rv

j·fd
)

=
νc

d(i, j)
1 − Φ1(−νc

d(i, j))
. (33)

Similarly, for data calls admitted to the cell from the double-
coverage area, the departure rate from state (i, j) to state
(i, j − 1) (j ≥ 1) is j · μ̃c

d2(i, j), where

μ̃c
d2(i, j) = Bw

d μ
c
d2(i, j) + (1 −Bw

d )
νc

d(i, j)
1 − ψ(−νc

d(i, j))
(34)

μc
d2(i, j) =

Cc−i·rv

j·fd

1 − Φ2(−Cc−i·rv

j·fd
)

=
νc

d(i, j)
1 − Φ2(−νc

d(i, j))
. (35)
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Considering the two-tier overlaying structure in cellu-
lar/WLAN interworking, new and handoff data calls in the
cellular-only area are prioritized by bandwidth reservation
with the randomized guard channel policy. In this case, we
use the average departure rate j · μ̃c

d(i, j) to simplify analysis,
where

μ̃c
d(i, j) = pc

d1(j)μ̃
c
d1(i, j) + pc

d2(j)μ̃
c
d2(i, j) (36)

pc
d1(·) and pc

d2(·) are respectively the fractions of traffic
requesting admission to the cell from the cellular-only area
and from the double-coverage area, given by

pc
d1(j) =

λc
d1(j)

λc
d1(j) + λc

d2(j)
, pc

d2(j) =
λc

d2(j)
λc

d1(j) + λc
d2(j)

λc
d1(j) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

λd1 + λc−c
hd + λw−c

hd , j ≤ �N c
d1� − 1

λd1γ
c
d1 + λc−c

hd + λw−c
hd , j = �N c

d1�
λc−c

hd + λw−c
hd , �N c

d1� + 1 ≤ j ≤ N c
d

λc
d2(j) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

λc
nd2, j ≤ �N c

d2� − 1

λc
nd2γ

c
d2, j = �N c

d2�
0, �N c

d2� + 1 ≤ j ≤ N c
d

N c
d1 = N c

d −Gc
d1, N c

d2 = N c
d −Gc

d2

γc
d1 = N c

d1 − �N c
d1�, γc

d2 = N c
d2 − �N c

d2�.
Under the assumption of nearly complete decomposition of

data traffic from voice, when there are i voice calls carried
by the cell, the cell operates like a symmetric queue [14] for
data calls with

φ(j) = j · μ̃c
d(i, j), γ(l, j) = δ(l, j) =

1
j

(37)

l = 1, 2, ..., j, j = 1, 2, ..., N c
d

where φ(j) (φ(j) > 0 if j > 0) is the total service rate when
there are j customers (data calls) in the queue in positions
1, 2, ..., j; γ(l, j) is the fraction of the service rate directed to
the customer in position l (

∑j
l=1 γ(l, j) = 1); δ(l, j + 1) =

γ(l, j + 1) (symmetric condition) is the probability that an
arriving customer moves into position l. A data call carried by
the cell may depart due to a handoff to another cell or WLAN.
This departure is independent of the queuing position of the
data call and behaves like a multi-server loss system without
waiting room. In addition, a data call may also depart from the
cell due to call completion. Since all the bandwidth unused by
current voice calls is shared equally by existing data calls in
a PS manner, a fair share of the total service rate is dedicated
to each data call irrelevant to its queueing position. Thus, a
data call completion or arrival affects the amount of resources
allocated to each data call, but each data call still keeps a
fair share. Therefore, δ(l, j) and γ(l, j) are independent of
the queueing positions (i.e., l) of data calls and satisfy the
symmetric condition. As a result, for data service, the cell
can be modeled by a symmetric queue, which operates in a
manner given by (37) and has a service capacity (Cc − i · rv)
with a probability πc

v(i), i = 0, 1, ..., N c
v .

For symmetric queues such as processor-sharing queues and
multi-server queues without waiting room (i.e., loss systems),
a product-form stationary queue occupancy distribution exists
and is applicable to arbitrarily distributed service requirements

TABLE III

SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Parameter Value Parameter Value

λv1 0.12 calls/s λv2 0.18 calls/s

(μv)−1 140 s rv 14.4 Kbps

Cc 2 Mbps Breq
v 0.01

Breq
d 0.01 Dreq

v (Dreq
d ) 0.001

fd 64K bytes T req
d 4 s

Δ 0.1 Vlh 0.6

(ηco)−1 10 min (ηdc)−1 14 min

pc−c 0.76 pc−w 0.24

m′ 5 m 7

W 32 slot (WLAN) 20 μs

TSIF S 10 μs TDIF S 50 μs

TRTS 13.6 slots TCTS 12.4 slots

TACK 10.2 slots λp
v 0.0004 frames/slot

Voice payload 50 bytes/packet Data payload 1000 bytes/packet

[14]. Then, the steady-state probability of j data calls in the
cell is approximately given by

πc
d(j) =

Nc
v�

i=0

�
πc

v(i)πc
d(0)

j�
l=1

λc
d1(l) + λc

d2(l)

φ(l)

�
(38)

=

Nc
v�

i=0

�
πc

v(i)πc
d(0)

j�
l=1

λc
d1(l) + λc

d2(l)

l · μ̃c
d(i, l)

�
, j = 1, 2, ..., Nc

d .

Then, the data call blocking and dropping probabilities in the
cell can be obtained by replacing N c

v , G
c
v1, G

c
v2, N

c
v1, N

c
v2

and πc
v in (24)-(26) with N c

d , G
c
d1, G

c
d2, N

c
d1, N

c
d2 and πc

d,
respectively.

On the other hand, the departure rate of data calls
with i voice calls and j data calls in the WLAN is
j · (χw

d (i, j) + ηdc). Similar to the derivation of πc
d(j), the

steady-state probability of j data calls carried by the WLAN
is given by

πw
d (j) =

Nw
v∑

i=0

[
πw

v (i)πw
d (0)

j∏
l=1

λw
d

l · (χw
d (i, l) + ηdc)

]
(39)

j = 1, 2, ..., Nw
d .

The data call blocking probability of the WLAN is then
obtained as Bw

d = πw
d (Nw

d ).

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the following, we discuss some important observations
obtained from the numerical results of the searching process.
Given in Table III are the analysis parameters, which are
selected based on popularly deployed cellular networks (e.g.,
cdma2000) and WLAN standards (e.g., IEEE 802.11b).

A. Variation of Acceptable Data Traffic Load With Nw
d

Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) illustrate how the acceptable data
traffic load (mean data call arrival rate λd) varies with the
maximum number of data calls allowed in the WLAN (Nw

d )
when the maximum number of voice calls allowed in the
WLAN (Nw

v ) is fixed to different values. It is observed from
Fig. 5(a) that the acceptable data traffic load increases with
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Nw
d when Nw

d is relatively small. This can be explained as
follows. With the coupling between the cell and its overlaying
WLAN, both the time that a data call is carried by WLANs
and by cells contributes to the total transfer time of a data
call. With the PS sharing manner for data traffic, the fewer
data calls admitted, the faster they will leave the system as a
larger bandwidth is available for each data call. When fewer
data calls are allowed in the WLAN by choosing a smaller
Nw

d , more data calls need to be accommodated by the cell.
Since the cell bandwidth is much lower than the WLAN
bandwidth, the increase of data transfer time in cells cannot
be compensated by the reduction of data transfer time when a
data call is carried by WLANs. Hence, the mean data transfer
time is longer (shorter) with a decrease (increase) of Nw

d ,
which results in a smaller (larger) data traffic load that can be
supported.

As illustrated in Fig. 5(b), the increase of data traffic load
with Nw

d becomes unnoticeable when Nw
d is large (say, more

than 10). Indeed, when more data traffic is assigned to the
WLAN, the transfer time of data calls in the cell is reduced.
However, the reduction is almost balanced by the increase
of data transfer time in the WLAN because a larger number
of data calls share the WLAN bandwidth. As a result, the
acceptable data traffic load is almost the same with large
values of Nw

d . On the other hand, with a very large value of
Nw

v (e.g., 20), the acceptable data traffic load even decreases
negligibly with an increase of Nw

d . This is due to the severe
drop of data service rate when Nw

v approaches the WLAN
capacity for voice (i.e., the maximum number of voice calls
that can be carried with the total WLAN bandwidth).

B. Variation of Acceptable Data Traffic Load With Nw
v

For each curve in Fig. 5, there is a maximum data call arrival
rate achieved with a certain value of Nw

d . From these curves,
we can obtain Fig. 6, which shows the relationship between the
above maximum acceptable data traffic load and the maximum
number of voice calls allowed in the WLAN (Nw

v ). It is
observed that there exists a value ofNw

v (i.e., 8 in the example)
which maximizes the acceptable data traffic load. With this
configuration, Nw

v is less than the WLAN capacity for voice
service, which is 28 in this example. That is, voice traffic in
the double-coverage area should be restricted not to occupy all
the WLAN bandwidth. This results from the cellular/WLAN
coupling and voice/data resource sharing. First, since a larger
value of Nw

v indicates that more voice traffic in the double-
coverage area is assigned to the WLAN and relieved from the
cell, more cell bandwidth can be used for data traffic in the
cellular-only area, and the overall data transfer time is reduced
(load balancing effect). This leads to a larger acceptable data
traffic load. Second, when Nw

v is further increased to approach
the WLAN capacity, the acceptable data traffic load decreases.
When more voice calls are admitted to the WLAN, the number
of data calls that can be simultaneously accommodated by
the WLAN decreases and the data service rate drops. As
a result, the maximum number of data calls allowed in the
cell (N c

d) needs to be increased so that the overall data call
blocking and dropping probabilities meet the corresponding
requirements. Due to the much smaller cell bandwidth, an
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Fig. 5. Maximum acceptable data traffic load (mean data call arrival rate
λd) versus maximum number of data calls allowed in the WLAN (Nw

d )
under QoS constraints (blocking probabilities ≤ 0.01, dropping probabilities
≤ 0.001, and mean data transfer time ≤ 4 s).

increased traffic load assigned to the cell results in a longer
data transfer time. When this penalty incurred by voice support
in WLANs overwhelms the advantage of the load balancing
effect, the acceptable data traffic load begins to decrease.

C. Validation of Analytical Results by Simulation

We use a discrete event-driven simulator written in C/C++
language to verify the accuracy of our analysis. The simulation
model is consistent with the system model used for analysis.
Contention-based WLAN medium access is simulated for
packet transmissions in the WLAN. More than 107 voice
and data call arrivals, departures and handoffs are gener-
ated in each simulation round to collect statistics on call
blocking/dropping probabilities and data call transfer time.
The results of multiple simulation rounds are averaged to
remove randomness effect. The statistics are collected after
the simulated system attains the equilibrium state. For real-
time voice traffic, to guarantee the latency requirement, by
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Fig. 6. Maximum acceptable data traffic load (mean data call arrival rate
λd) versus maximum number of voice calls allowed in the WLAN (Nw

v )
under QoS constraints (blocking probabilities ≤ 0.01, dropping probabilities
≤ 0.001, and mean data transfer time ≤ 4 s).

TABLE IV

AVERAGE VOICE PACKET DELAY IN THE WLAN

nw
v 1 2 3 4 5

Voice delay (ms) 34.4861 34.9917 38.9335 34.7121 33.8862

nw
v 6 7 8 9 10

Voice delay (ms) 30.9186 28.7078 24.3805 30.0224 25.5337

nw
v 11 12 13 14 15

Voice delay (ms) 25.0802 31.6095 28.7314 28.7526 27.8619

applying admission control, we restrict the maximum numbers
of voice and data flows contending for channel access in the
WLAN. As an example, Table IV shows the average voice
packet delay when nw

d is fixed to 10 and nw
v varies in the

analytically derived WLAN capacity region. We can see that,
within the capacity region, the voice packet delay is bounded.
Fig. 7 further compares the analytical and simulation results
of service rates for packets from each data flow. It is observed
that the analytical results agree well with the simulation
results, which validates the accuracy of our analytical model.

In addition, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 illustrate the call-level
QoS performance with different Nw

v . As shown in Fig. 8,
the simulation results (denoted by “Simu.”) of voice call
blocking and dropping probabilities are very close to the
analytical results (denoted by “Anal.”) and tightly bounded by
the corresponding requirements. The performance fluctuation
of handoff dropping probability is because the maximum
numbers of calls allowed in the cell and WLAN are both
integer variables. As we apply randomized guard channel
policy to increase the granularity of bandwidth reservation,
the fluctuation is actually smaller than that of traditional guard
channel policy. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 9, the
mean data transfer time (E[Td]) is also well bounded and
agrees well with the analytical results. To verify whether the
user QoS is tightly bounded, we increase the maximum data
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d fixed to 10 and nw
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Fig. 8. Analytical and simulation results of voice call blocking and dropping
probabilities.

call arrival rate λd obtained analytically by 1%, 2%, and 3%,
respectively. This increase results in violation to the originally
bounded mean data transfer time, which indicates that the
upper bound of E[Td] used for the derivation of admission
regions is tight in this case of integrated voice/data services.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we analyze the performance of the WLAN-
first scheme in cellular/WLAN interworking. The analytical
results are validated by computer simulation. It is observed
that the QoS performance is closely related to the admission
regions for voice and data services in the cellular network
and WLANs. In the best configuration, the maximum number
of voice calls allowed in a WLAN is less than the WLAN
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Fig. 9. Analytical and simulation results of mean data transfer time.

capacity for voice service. That is, voice traffic in the double-
coverage area should be restricted not to occupy all the WLAN
bandwidth. Indeed, because data traffic is adaptive to elastic
bandwidth, it can take a good advantage of the low mobility
and large bandwidth in double-coverage areas. Consequently,
the total resources in a cellular/WLAN integrated network
should be properly allocated to voice and data services by
ensuring appropriate admission control, so as to maximize the
overall resource utilization.
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